Presenting the ECDS Spring 2016

Digital Scholarship Residency

Please join us for a research talk by

Dr. Stephen Ross
Associate Professor of English and Cultural, Social, and Political Thought
University of Victoria

Reading the Mind of Modernism
Dr. Ross will discuss and demonstrate the Linked Modernisms project, which aims to let us read the mind of global modernism by creating an ‘n-dimensional’ interface for exploring modernism. Users can move among entities of varying types (people, artifacts, techniques, events, places) from anywhere in the world and in any discipline. It lets us map relationships among entities and discover unguessed-at connections. Attendees will be invited to begin formulating their own queries in a hands-on finale.

Wednesday, March 2
12-1pm
Jones Room
Robert W. Woodruff Library
with a light reception following the talk

ecds.emory.edu